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A person might think that oil prices would be fairly stable. Prices would set themselves at a level that would be

high enough for the majority of producers, so that in total producers would provide enough–but not too

much–oil for the world economy. The prices would be fairly affordable for consumers. And economies around

the world would grow robustly with these oil supplies, plus other energy supplies. Unfortunately, it doesn’t seem

to work that way recently. Let me explain at least a few of the issues involved.

1. Oil prices are set by our networked economy.

As I have explained previously, we have a networked economy that is made up of businesses, governments, and

consumers. It has grown up over time. It includes such things as laws and our international trade system. It

continually re-optimizes itself, given the changing rules that we give it. In some ways, it is similar to the

interconnected network that a person can build with a child’s toy.

Figure 1. Dome constructed using Leonardo Sticks

Thus, these oil prices are not something that individuals consciously set. Instead, oil prices reflect a balance

between available supply and the amount purchasers can afford to pay, assuming such a balance actually

exists. If such a balance doesn’t exist, the lack of such a balance has the possibility of tearing apart the system.

If the compromise oil price is too high for consumers, it will cause the economy to contract, leading to economic

recession, because consumers will be forced to cut back on discretionary expenditures in order to afford oil

products. This will lead to layoffs in discretionary sectors. See my post Ten Reasons Why High Oil Prices are

a Problem.

If the compromise price is too low for producers, a disproportionate share of oil producers will stop producing oil.

This decline in production will not happen immediately; instead it will happen over a period of years. Without

enough oil, many consumers will not be able to commute to work, businesses won’t be able to transport goods,
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farmers won’t be able to produce food, and governments won’t be able to repair roads. The danger is that some

kind of discontinuity will occur–riots, overthrown governments, or even collapse.

2. We think of inadequate supply being the number one problem with oil, and at times it may be.

But at other times inadequate demand (really “inadequate affordability”) may be the number one

issue. 

Back in the 2005 to 2008 period, as oil prices were increasing rapidly, supply was the major issue. With higher

prices came the possibility of higher supply.

As we are seeing now, low prices can be a problem too. Low prices come from lack of affordability. For example,

if many young people are without jobs, we can expect that the number of cars bought by young people and the

number of miles driven by young people will be down. If countries are entering into recession, the buying of oil is

likely to be down, because fewer goods are being manufactured and fewer services are being rendered.

In many ways, low prices caused by un-affordability are more dangerous than high prices. Low prices can lead to

collapses of oil exporters. The Soviet Union was an oil exporter that collapsed when oil prices were down. High

prices for oil usually come with economic growth (at least initially). We associate many good things with

economic growth–plentiful jobs, rising home prices, and solvent banks.

3. Too much oil in too short a time can be disruptive.

US oil supply (broadly defined, including ethanol, LNG, etc.) increased by 1.2 million barrels per day in 2013,

and is forecast by the EIA to increase by close to 1.5 million barrels a day in 2014. If the issue at hand were short

supply, this big increase would be welcomed. But worldwide, oil consumption is forecast to increase by only

700,000 barrels per day in 2014, according to the IEA.

Dumping more oil onto the world market than it needs is likely to contribute to falling prices. (It is the excess

quantity that leads to lower world oil prices; the drop in price doesn’t say anything at all about the cost of

production of the additional oil.) There is no sign of a recent US slowdown in production either.  Figure 2 shows

a chart of crude oil production from the EIA website.

Figure 2. US weekly crude oil production through October 10, as graphed by the US Energy Information Administration.

4. The balance between supply and demand is being affected by many issues, simultaneously. 

One big issue on the demand (or affordability) side of the balance is the question of whether the growth of the

world economy is slowing. Long term, we would expect diminishing returns (and thus higher cost of oil

extraction) to push the world economy toward slower economic growth, as it takes more resources to produce a

barrel of oil, leaving fewer resources for other purposes. The effect is providing a long-term downward push on

the price on demand, and thus on price.
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In the short term, though, governments can make oil products more affordable by ramping up debt availability.

Conversely, the lack of debt availability can be expected to bring prices down. The big drop in oil prices in 2008

(Figure 3) seems to be at least partly debt-related. See my article, Oil Supply Limits and the Continuing

Financial Crisis. Oil prices were brought back up to a more normal level by ramping up debt–increased

governmental debt in the US, increased debt of many kinds in China, and Quantitative Easing, starting for the

US in November 2008.

Figure 3. Oil price based on EIA data with oval pointing out the drop in oil prices, with a drop in credit outstanding.

In recent months, oil prices have been falling. This drop in oil prices seems to coincide with a number of

cutbacks in debt. The recent drop in oil prices took place after the United States began scaling back its monthly

buying of securities under Quantitative Easing. Also, China’s debt level seems to be slowing. Furthermore, the

growth in the US budget deficit has also slowed. See my recent post, WSJ Gets it Wrong on “Why Peak Oil

Predictions Haven’t Come True”.

Another issue affecting the demand side is changes in taxes and in subsidies. A change toward more taxes such

as carbon taxes, or even more taxes in general, such as the Japan’s recent increase in sales tax, tends to reduce

demand, and thus give a push toward lower world oil prices. (Of course, in the area with the carbon tax, the oil

price with the tax is likely to be higher, but the oil price elsewhere around the world will tend to decrease to

compensate.)

Many governments of emerging market countries give subsidies to oil products. As these subsidies are lessened

(for example in India and in Brazil) the effect is to raise local prices, thus reducing local oil demand. The effect

on world oil prices is to lower them slightly, because of the lower demand from the countries with the reduced

subsidies.

The items mentioned above all relate to demand. There are several items that affect the supply side of the

balance between supply and demand.

With respect to supply, we think first of the “normal” decline in oil supply that takes place as oil fields become

exhausted. New fields can be brought on line, but usually at higher cost (because of diminishing returns). The

higher cost of extraction gives a long-term upward push on prices, whether or not customers can afford these

prices. This conflict between higher extraction costs and affordability is the fundamental conflict we face. It is

also the reason that a lot of folks are expecting (erroneously, in my view) a long-term rise in oil prices.

Businesses of course see the decline in oil from existing fields, and add new production where they can.

Examples include United States shale operations, Canadian oil sands, and Iraq. This new production tends to be

expensive production, when all costs are included. For example, Carbon Tracker estimates that most new oil
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sands projects require a price of $95 barrel to be sanctioned. Iraq needs to build out its infrastructure and secure

peace in its country to greatly ramp up production. These indirect costs lead to a high per-barrel cost of oil for

Iraq, even if direct costs are not high.

In the supply-demand balance, there is also the issue of oil supply that is temporarily off line, that operators

would like to get back on line. Libya is one obvious example. Its production was as much as 1.8 million barrels a

day in 2010. Libya is now producing 800,000 barrels a day, but was producing only 215,000 barrels a day in

April. The rapid addition of Libya’s oil to the market adds to pricing disruption. Iran is another country with

production it would like to get back on line.

5. Even what seems like low oil prices today (say, $85 for Brent, $80 for WTI) may not be enough

to fix the world’s economic growth problems.

High oil prices are terrible for economies of oil importing countries. How much lower do they really need to be to

fix the problem? Past history suggests that prices may need to be below the $40 to $50 barrel range for a

reasonable level of job growth to again occur in countries that use a lot of oil in their energy mix, such as the

United States, Europe, and Japan.

Figure 4. Average wages in 2012$ compared to Brent oil price, also in 2012$. Average wages are total wages based on

BEA data adjusted by the CPI-Urban, divided total population. Thus, they reflect changes in the proportion of population

employed as well as wage levels.

Thus, it appears that we can have oil prices that do a lot of damage to oil producers (say $80 to $85 per barrel),

without really fixing the world’s low wage and low economic growth problem. This does not bode well for fixing

our problem with prices that are too low for oil producers, but still too high for customers.

6. Saudi Arabia, and in fact nearly all oil exporters, need today’s level of exports plus high prices,

to maintain their economies.

We tend to think of oil price problems from the point of view of importers of oil. In fact, oil exporters tend to

be even more affected by changes in oil markets, because their economies are so oil-centered. Oil exporters need

both an adequate quantity of oil exports and adequate prices for their exports. The reason adequate prices are

needed is because most of the sales price of oil that is not required for investment in oil production is taken by

the government as taxes. These taxes are used for a variety of purposes, including food subsidies and new

desalination plants.

A couple of recent examples of countries with collapsing oil exports are Egypt and Syria. (In Figures 5 and 6,

exports are the difference between production and consumption.)
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Figure 5. Egypt’s oil production and consumption, based on BP’s 2013 Statistical Review of World Energy data.

Figure 6. Syria’s oil production and consumption, based on data of the US Energy Information Administration.

Saudi Arabia has had flat exports in recent years (green line in Figure 7). Saudi Arabia’s situation is better than,

say, Egypt’s situation (Figure 5), but its consumption continues to rise. It needs to keep adding production of

natural gas liquids, just to stay even.

Figure 7. Saudi oil production, consumption and exports based on EIA data.
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As indicated previously, Saudi Arabia and other exporting countries depend on tax revenues to balance their

budgets. Figure 8 shows one estimate of required oil prices for OPEC countries to balance their budgets in 2104,

assuming that the quantity of exported oil is pretty much unchanged from 2013.

Figure 8. Estimate of OPEC break-even oil prices, including tax requirements by parent countries, from APICORP.

Based on Figure 8, Qatar and Kuwait are the only OPEC countries that would find $80 or $85 barrel oil

acceptable, assuming the quantity of exports remains unchanged. If the quantity of exports drops, prices would

need to be even higher.

Saudi Arabia has set aside funds that it can tap temporarily, so that it can withstand a lower oil price. Thus, it has

the ability to withstand low prices for a year or two, if need be. Its recent price-cutting may be an attempt to

“shake out” producers who have less-deep pockets when it comes to weathering low prices for a time. Almost any

oil producer elsewhere in the world might be in that category.

7. The world really needs all existing oil production, plus more, if the world economy is to grow.

It takes oil to transport goods, and it takes oil to operate agricultural and construction equipment. Admittedly,

we can cut back world production oil production with lower price, but this gets us into “a heap of trouble”. We

will suddenly find ourselves less able to do the things that make the economy function. Governments will stop

fixing roads. Services we take for granted, like long distance flights, will disappear.

A lot of people have a fantasy view of a world economy operating on a much smaller quantity of fossil fuels.

Unfortunately, there is no way we can get there by way of a rapid drop in oil prices. In order for such a change to

take place, we would have to actually figure out some kind of transition by which we could operate the world

economy on a lot less fossil fuel. Meeting this goal is still a very long ways away. Many people have convinced

themselves that high oil prices will help make this transition possible, but I don’t see this as happening. High

prices for any kind of fuel can be expected to lead to economic contraction. If transition costs are high as well,

this will make the situation worse.

The easiest way to reduce consumption of oil is by laying off workers, because making and transporting goods

requires oil, and because commuting usually requires oil. As a result, the biggest effect of a cutback on oil

production is likely to be huge job layoffs, far worse than in the Great Recession.

8. The cutback in oil supply due to low prices is likely to occur in unexpected ways.

When oil prices drop, most production will continue as usual for a time because wells that have already been put

in place tend to produce oil for a time, with little added investment.
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When oil production does stop, it won’t necessarily be from high-cost production, because relative to current

market prices, a very large share of production is high-cost. What will tend to happen is that production that has

already been “started” will continue, but production that is still “in the pipeline” will wither away. This means

that the drop in production may be delayed for as much as a year or even two. When it does happen, it may be

severe.

It is not clear exactly how oil from shale formations will fare. Producers have leased quite a bit of land, and in

some cases have done imaging studies on the land. Thus, these producers have quite a bit of land available on

which a share of the costs has been prepaid. Because of this prepaid nature of costs, some shale production may

be able to continue, even if prices are too low to justify new investments in shale development. The question

then will be whether on a going-forward basis, the operations are profitable enough to continue.

Prices for new oil development have been too low for many oil producers for many months. The cutback in

investment for new production has already started taking place, as described in my post, Beginning of the End?

Oil Companies Cut Back on Spending. It is quite possible that we are now reaching “peak oil,” but from a

different direction than most had expected–from a situation where oil prices are too low for producers, rather

than being (vastly) too high for consumers.

The lack of investment that is already occurring is buried deeply within the financial statements of individual

companies, so most people are not aware of it. Dividends remain high to confuse the situation. By the time oil

supply starts dropping, the situation may be badly out of hand and largely unfixable because of damage to the

economy.

One big problem is that our networked economy (Figure 1) is quite inflexible. It doesn’t shrink well. Even a small

amount of shrinkage looks like a major recession. If there is significant shrinkage, there is danger of collapse. We

haven’t set up a new type of economy that uses less oil. We also don’t have an easy way of going backward to a

prior economy, such as one that uses horses for transport. It looks like we are headed for “interesting times”.

Share this:

This entry was posted in Financial Implications and tagged Libya, low oil price, OPEC, recession, Saudi Arabia. Bookmark the permalink.
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Thanks Gail!

Reply

Matt Mushalik says:

October 22, 2014 at 9:17 pm

Quote: “Back in the 2005 to 2008 period, as oil prices were increasing rapidly, supply was the major issue”

Yes, we did the following post together. It is a historic article because a graph in this post shows declining crude oil

production between 2005 and 2007, mainly because of Saudi Arabia (capacity additions came only later, too late actually). It

was a real supply crunch. It was the beginning of the process of peaking.

9/10/2007

Did Katrina hide the real peak in world oil production?

http://www.theoildrum.com/node/3052

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 6:52 am

You are right. Thanks for the link. It gets confusing when the problem can appear as a supply shortage at one

time, and an affordability problem at another.

Reply

Rodster says:

October 22, 2014 at 9:34 pm

Quote: “One big problem is that our networked economy (Figure 1) is quite inflexible. It doesn’t shrink well. Even a small

amount of shrinkage looks like a major recession. If there is significant shrinkage, there is danger of collapse. We haven’t set

up a new type of economy that uses less oil. We also don’t have an easy way of going backward to a prior economy, such as

one that uses horses for transport. It looks like we are headed for “interesting times”.

…and there in lies the problem. The hamster not only needs to keep up while with the spinning wheel but is made to go

faster and faster until it collapses from exhaustion. The ‘Global Networked Economy” put in place over the last 100 years is a

system that needs to constantly expand. It’s not designed to contract but to keep growing. The ECB, The Fed and all Central

Banks around the world fear the word deflation because it destroys the ability to pay off future debt that was crated in the

first place by central planners.

So the predicament is when the global economy shuts down everything goes with it and there is no way out of this mess. The

problem is trying to simplify a world that has been created and supported by fossil fuels. It just won’t happen because

everything will in some way shape or form will need to rely on the system that made everything possible except this time it’s

different because the system won’t be around for them.

Reply

John Doyle says:

October 22, 2014 at 10:00 pm

I’m beginning to think debt is not a problem, except that it uses resources.

Debt is just computer entries, easily changed or even deleted How selectively it is applied is not understandable yet,

but the figures themselves are already way out in space now. Repaying them is not only not possible but not

required. Central governments, who can create credit currency can “buy” the debt from currency users, like

households and even state authorities, at no cost to the central bank.

So I doubt debt will cause a crash. Debt is related to any crash because our use of debt to grow the economy is

stripping resources, and they really are finite.

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:
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October 23, 2014 at 7:24 am

Long-term debt is what makes the system work. Without long-term debt, consumers cannot afford “big

ticket” purchases like cars and homes. Businesses would have difficulty building factories, until they had

accumulated enough profit from previous investments.

With long-term debt, prices of commodities, including oil, are much higher than they would otherwise be,

because of the additional demand made possible because debt makes goods affordable.

If we would wipe out debt, we would need to suddenly restart debt immediately, because otherwise prices

would drop too low for nearly all commodities. But restarting the economy after all debt had been wiped

out would not work well, because trust in the system would not work. Also, the system demands growth so

that production from the future can be taken advantage of now. Once the system is shrinking, this method

of financing does not work.

Reply

Rodster says:

October 23, 2014 at 7:42 am

Let me just say, your thinking is correct in that “long term debt is needed” to keep everything within the

global networked system functioning. The central planners and central banksters have created a system

where you “HAVE TO HAVE” compound and ever growing debt in order for the economic system to exist.

The problem is, that the current model created by The Federal Reserve back in 1913 pretty much applied

only to the USA. That model has now spread around the world to all advanced economies. There in lies the

problem, because it’s a Ponzi Scheme to the max and Ponzi Schemes never end well. 

Reply

justeunperdant says:

October 23, 2014 at 2:03 pm

I agree. I don’t think debt will cause the collapse of the system. Shut down of the supply chain will.

Something like ebola where people are afraid to go in public and stay home. Food don’t get deliver because

truck driver are afraid to go outside and stay home.

Government around the world are at work hard at patching debt hole with all kind of tricks. Here are two

example of that.

Japan government pension fund to buy more stocks: report

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/japan-government-pension-fund-to-buy-more-stocks-report-

2014-10-19?link=MW_home_latest_news

Plunge protection’ behind market’s sudden recovery

http://nypost.com/2014/10/20/plunge-protection-behind-markets-sudden-recovery/

I cannot find the link. CME mercantile exchange is selling some kind of future at a discount to central bank

around the world to manipulat stock market to keep the

illusion that everthing is fine.

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 6:56 am

You give a good explanation of the problem. The view that we can somehow simply move to a less complex world,

operating on lower EROEI energy sources, is based on wishful thinking, as far as I can see.

Reply

James says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:05 am
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Lots of wishful thinking going on these days! Whenever I bring these ideas up over on NakCap (in

particular), they’re usually met with something between indifference and derision. Still lots of tooth fairy

believers out there. But time will tell soon enough.

Reply

roberthoglund says:

October 22, 2014 at 9:35 pm

Has the price dropped because demand has dropped or because oil production is growing faster than demand?

If the former is the case then its certainly not because of high oil prices that demand is dropping, we haven’t seen the kind of

rise in oilprices as we did in 2007, prices has been stable for three years. In this case the now lower oil price should fuel

demand and push up the prices a bit again.

If the drop in oil prices comes because production is growing faster than demand then the economy doesn’t have problems.

In this case there is more than enough oil for the world economy to function.

Reply

Paul says:

October 22, 2014 at 11:53 pm

12-1st half 89.68128717

12-2nd half 89.83083083

13-1st half 89.61196729

13-2nd half 90.69364283

14-1st half 91.10622417

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 7:01 am

If demand is dropping because Europe and Japan are headed into recession and China’s growth is collapsing,

there can indeed be enough oil for this collapsed demand. Saying, “the economy doesn’t have problems,” isn’t

really an accurate reflection of the situation. Instead, the only reason that supply can keep up with demand is

because the world economy is moving strongly in the direction of contraction. This contraction, as it plays out, will

lead to debt defaults and other follow-on effects that make the situation worse.

Reply

Matt Mushalik says:

October 22, 2014 at 9:37 pm

Quote: “The Soviet Union was an oil exporter that collapsed when oil prices were down.”

It collapsed because West Siberian oil fields peaked in the mid 1980s. Then came Chernobyl. A real energy crunch.

Read how Gorbachev knew about it:

4/10/2010

Russia’s oil peak and the German reunification

http://crudeoilpeak.info/russia%E2%80%99s-oil-peak-and-the-german-reunification

The Gorbachev Files: Secret Papers Reveal Truth Behind Soviet Collapse

http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/the-gorbachev-files-secret-papers-reveal-truth-behind-soviet-collapse-

a-779277-4.html

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:
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October 23, 2014 at 7:08 am

If oil prices had been a lot higher, then it would have made economic sense to start work on the additional oil

fields that were put on later, about the time that Western Siberian oil fields peaked in the mid 1980s. With higher

prices, cash flow would have been a lot higher, providing the funds for additional investment. I don’t know

whether the Soviet Union would have had the technology to do this themselves, or if they would have had to work

with others. Of course, world demand would have to go up–perhaps Cuba, North Korea, and Ukraine would have

done a lot better than they actually did.

I sometimes think that the fall of the Soviet Union helped push back the date of world collapse from oil (or “peak

oil”). If the Soviet Union had raised its extraction earlier, Russian production likely would have already started

dropping fairly significantly by now. Instead, Russia has been a major part of what has kept world oil supply up.

Reply

Matt Mushalik says:

October 22, 2014 at 9:56 pm

Question: Usually, when the US dollar is higher against other currencies oil prices in US$ go down and vice versa. So how

much of the recent price drop is caused by a higher US dollar?

Reply

steve from virginia says:

October 22, 2014 at 10:23 pm

Dollar-crude exchange is more important than dollar-forex exchange … which determines dollar ‘worth’ by way of

exchange rates (‘strong’ or ‘weak’ currency). Dollar might be stronger than currencies such as sterling or yen but

weaker than others (Swiss franc). Forex tends to fluctuate.

General trend of dollar worth in terms of inflation is steady decline from gold-standard era/1920s. The oil price

trend since 1920s has not reflected dollar worth (it’s much more volatile, particularly since 1998).

General trend of dollar purchasing power is decline as exchange of dollars (or any currency) for capital (petroleum

or other resource) is always at par = the gain of capital by exchange for any capital derivative IS purchasing power.

When capital is exhausted, there is no more purchasing power regardless of how much- or how little currency or

other claims are in existence.

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 7:14 am

I haven’t taken time to try to figure that out. I suppose I would need oil consumption around the world, together

with price changes of the affected currencies. That approach would seem to be difficult to do, for the value a

person gets out of it. Maybe there is an easy short-cut.

Reply

Matt Mushalik says:

October 22, 2014 at 10:22 pm

How And When Will Saudi Arabia Respond To Low Oil Prices?

by James Hamilton

20/10/2014

“And if some of the U.S. producers do move into the red at current prices, it’s in the Saudis’ longer-term interests to let that

pain take its toll until some of the newcomers decide to pack up and go home. If U.S. production does decline, prices would

quickly move back up. But if that happens after a shake-out, the next time there would be less enthusiasm for everybody to

jump into the game if they always have to keep an eye on whether they might be undercut again. This may be less of an issue

for the U.S. tight oil producers, who can move in or out much more easily than operations like deepwater or arctic, where

there are huge fixed costs, long lead times, and a much bigger unavoidable loss if you gamble on prices always staying high.

And as for worries of another global economic downturn, so far they are only that– worries. If and when we see a downturn
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materialize, then I would expect to see the Saudis cut back production.”

http://oilprice.com/Energy/Oil-Prices/How-And-When-Will-Saudi-Arabia-Respond-To-Low-Oil-Prices.html

In my opinion, the Saudis are no longer a swing producer like before, which will guarantee a high volatility of oil prices.

Remember Matthew Simmons said +1 mb/d and the world thinks there is a glut, -1 mb/d and the world thinks there is a

shortage.

Reply

Paul says:

October 22, 2014 at 11:50 pm

THE TRUTH BEHIND SAUDI ARABIA’S SPARE CAPACITY

http://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2011/03/04/the-truth-behind-saudi-arabias-spare-capacity/

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 7:40 am

Thanks for the link. All commodities have somewhat of a problem with being very sensitive to the quantity

available at a point. Natural gas is terrible in that regard, because pipelines in an area fill up. Oil is not as bad,

because there is storage capacity available and more of a world market. I would agree with Matt Simmons

regarding +1 mb/d and the world thinks there is a glut, -1 mb/d and the world thinks there is a shortage.

A question on all of this is, “How bad shape is the world economy in?” James Hamilton does not seem to have

very serious worries about the world economy. If I am right, and collapse is very bad, once it happens, we would

like the world economy to hold on as long as possible, even if it takes all kinds of financial programs to try to cover

up world financial problems.

Reply

davekimble2 says:

October 22, 2014 at 10:25 pm

Your Figure 8 suggests Iranian oil is the most expensive to produce in OPEC, closely followed by Iraq. Other chart suggest

this extends to the whole world. Why is this? I would have thought that these countries would have had amongst the lowest

costs, although opening new fields might be prove to be too expensive under current political conditions.

Many see the Saudi price reduction as an attempt to hit out at other expensive producers, and there is certainly no love lost

between Saudi Arabia and Shi’ite Iran and Iraq. But nobody makes the obvious inference that Saudi is hitting out at the

producer whose output is growing the most – the US. The world is awash with oil, yet the US continues to increase

production, and presumably expects Saudi to play its usual role of “World’s Swing Producer” to maintain prices. I imagine

Saudi doesn’t take kindly to that.

Saudi is supposed to be a good ally of the US, but while the royal Saud clan do seem to be, the Wahhab clan, who control the

religious side of things, are not. The Wahhabs are the Keepers of the Holy Shrines (Mecca and Medina) and run the Hajj.

They also run the Sharia courts and the Madrassas, which in turn recruit Sharia lawyers and Wahhabist jihadis. They are the

major backers of Al Qaeda and ISIS, and when ISIS invades Saudi Arabia they will want to string up the Sauds and protect

the Wahhabs. Only then will the Caliphate be truly born.

But none of this information appears in western media, for the sake of the appearance of Saudi Arabia as good allies of the

US. Turkey is another “good ally” with ulterior motives that put it at odds with the western song-sheet. If the US economy

blows up, I wonder how many good allies they will find they have in the Middle East.

Reply

Daniel Hood says:

October 23, 2014 at 5:47 am

First great article Gail!
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Second, it could be a little Saudi blackmail at play. I’ll try to provide a little context. I’m gravitating towards Professor

Kjell Aleklett’s most recent piece of analysis on falling oil prices. He’s a professor of physics at Uppsala University in

Sweden and he’s been generating “peer reviewed” data for well over a decade now.

I quote his opener:

“Historically we saw a similarly rapid fall in the in the oil price in late 2008 followed by the start of the global

recession the year after. In 2008 the fall from July to December was from $140 down to $40 per barrel. At the

moment we see no slowing of the price decline and we do not know how low the price will fall.”

He then goes on:

“Unrest such as Ukraine, Middle East would normally be expected to cause the price of oil to rise but this hasn’t

happened. An important reason for this is that Saudi Arabia has built up enormous oil stockpiles. The changes we see

in their oil “production” are, in reality, due to release or otherwise of oil from these stockpiles. Thus they can rapidly

change their rate of oil sales by millions of barrels per day. To understand the magnitude of this imagine if Norway,

with its production of 1.5 million barrels per day, were to go from full production to nearly nothing and then back up

to full production again within only a few days.”

“At the same time, the US needs an oil price of $80 per barrel for fracking to be profitable. The fact that the US has

inflated a production bubble and trumpeted to the world that it will be a larger producer than Saudi Arabia may have

frightened OPEC into increasing production to force down the price of oil as a way of putting a stop to fracking.

Eagle Ford in Texas is the largest producer of shale oil but if the drilling of new wells there ceases then production

from that region will decline by 7.5% per month. US fracking companies will encounter huge economic problems and

it is difficult to predict what will then happen to the vaunted shale boom.”

“Saudi Arabia needs an oil price of over $80 per barrel to support its domestic budget but that nation’s oil fund is so

large that it can absorb losses for several years. The GCC nations, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, UAE and

Oman, possess approximately 40% of the world’s remaining reserves of easily (cheaply) producible conventional oil.

Their production costs can vary between $5 and $15 per barrel.”

He concludes:

“The over-production of conventional oil that we are currently seeing from OPEC may be a way of marginalizing

production from these unconventional reserves that generally require an oil price of more than $70 per barrel.”

In the same way Gail assesses, we all agree that falling prices are an “ominous” sign.

It’s likely the Saudis suspect the US fracking boom is nothing but a short term bounce/party post conventional peak

oil and they know “their” conventional oil is still the main player in town, nothing else comes close, but the US

through their usual MSM channels have been constantly broadcasting to the world how “energy independent” they’re

becoming allowing Obama to withdraw off the world stage into isolationism and perhaps unnerving the Saudis. I

think the Saudis are listening and thus responding in kind reminding the US of their “responsibilities”.

As Professor KA correctly identifies, the Saudis have enough in their coffers to last several years due to their

enormous oil fund, so they can maintain discounted prices to keep market share as the “unconventionals” sink. It

could also be a cute “strategy” to blackmail Obama into the continuation of “protection” the US military provides

over the House of Saud. We know the Saudis, Obama, Qatar, Iran et al are loggerheads. Obama’s strategy has been to

pull out the ME away from the Saudis towards Qatar and reapproachment with Iran. Surely this has not gone

unnoticed at the highest levels in SA.

If we do see oil fall further below $70 mark then expect the printing presses to be fired up again because they’ll be

needed to prop up the collapsing US fracking industry as the banks experienced in 2008. Did anyone honestly think

tapering could be rolled back and that rates would eventually rise, business as usual? No chance!

The Saudis need US protection in a rough neighborhood especially with Iran on the ascent but Obama seems keen on

jumping into bed with Qatar, pandering to Iran probably because US fracking has given him a little short term

leverage. How will Obama respond to this attack on his strategy and can he defend an attack on the US fracking

industry which is propping up the US economy? He has 2 years remaining in power and the world is now beginning

to fall to pieces on his watch.

Read Kjell’s piece of analysis here:
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http://www.peakoil.net/the-falling-oil-price-may-presage-a-future-recession

Welcome your thoughts as ever!

Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 6:49 am

Recall the movie Syriana?

Why wouldn’t the US send a few well placed drones into the House of Saud to send them a message that they

should stop tanking the price of oil?

I cannot fathom the Deep State tolerating the Saudi’s playing such a game with them… others including

Saddam and Gaddafi have tried — and look where they are…

Russia is screwing the US — and look what lengths the Deep State is going to to try to stop them.

Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 6:51 am

Oh and recall Mossadegh… he tried to nationalize his country’s oil — and look what happened to

him…

Puny countries like Saudi Arabia cannot pull the dragon’s tail… Putin is a different matter though….

he has an nuclear arsenal

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 8:02 am

“Cost” of oil is a very elusive thing. Do we consider only required inputs close at hand? Or only energy inputs,

close at hand, which are a subset of total required inputs? (This is where EROEI comes from.) Or do we look at

the broader picture of how much oil sales at what price are needed to provide the tax revenue that oil exporters

need to operate their economies. We see information on all of these bases, and on others as well, including “cash

flow” approaches, that look at the problem of obtaining more debt, as well.

I suspect that part of Iran’s problem right now is low oil exports, because of sanctions. As with other exporters,

what it needs is a $$$ amount of revenue to support its economy. If the quantity of exports is low, the dollar

amount per barrel becomes higher. The way for Iran to mostly fix the problem is to get sanctions removed.

Removing sanctions would also help its budget, perhaps lowering the $$$ amount of support needed.

Oil and other fossil fuels have always been a huge source of revenue for governments. This is even true in

countries that are not exporters, like the United States. This is one reason why comparisons with renewables

which require government subsidies is very distorted. Cheap fossil fuels have what have been allowing the world

economy to operate, and have been a huge source of funding. Ignoring this issue, and the fact that many

renewables require net subsidies, is one of the reasons why many of today’s analyses don’t quite get at the problem

at hand. Environmental groups can always point to theoretical offsets to taxes that some can claim are subsidies,

but the truth of the matter is that tax rates, net of what are called subsidies remain high. This is a map of

“government take” as percentage of net revenue for oil, by part of the world.
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I am not convinced that Saudi Arabia is at this point very closely allied to the United States. The stories that Saudi

Arabia would make changes to its production because they would be beneficial to the United States are at this

point, mostly just stories, as far as I can see.

Reply

Daniel Hood says:

October 23, 2014 at 8:45 am

It all makes perfect sense now, the Saudis are exceptionally angry at Obama.

Pulled this article in the Daily Mail, 23rd Oct 2013

“Upset at President Barack Obama’s policies on Iran and Syria, members of Saudi Arabia’s ruling family are

threatening a rift with the United States that could take the alliance between Washington and the kingdom to

its lowest point in years.

Saudi Arabia’s intelligence chief is vowing that the kingdom will make a ‘major shift’ in relations with the

United States to protest perceived American inaction over Syria’s civil war as well as recent U.S. overtures to

Iran, a source close to Saudi policy said on Tuesday.”

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2472680/Saudi-Arabia-severs-diplomatic-ties-US-response-

conflict-Syria.html

Reply

unwillinglemming says:

October 23, 2014 at 9:26 am

The Daily Mail is a very unreliable source.

Reply

Daniel Hood says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:04 am

Great piece of analysis and debate there, impressive

Reply

Coast Watcher says:

October 23, 2014 at 10:41 am

Gail, great article! And I agree with your point above that Saudi Arabia no longer considers the U.S. — or at

least the current administration — a close ally. Thus the current oil price war is IMO a direct attack on U.S.

tight oil production.
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Shale oil production is extraordinarily sensitive to the continual addition of new wells. The fifth illustration

at http://grandemotte.wordpress.com/2013/06/19/bakken-production-to-top-1-million-barrels-per-day/ ,

while more than a year old, illustrates how even momentary declines in new well establishment are reflected

almost instantly in corresponding stagnation or even declines in overall production. In November 2012

Bakken production dropped for the first time in 18 months only a month after drilling companies began

pulling drill rigs from the fields. See: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-01-11/bakken-oil-output-

fell-in-november-for-first-time-in-18-months.html Production began increasing again as new drill rigs were

brought in. That’s only to be expected given the dramatic tail-off of production from tight oil wells in just the

first few years.

New shale oil wells need ~$85 or more to attract investors and bank loans, and even at $100+ some analysts

insist that the shale oil well hasn’t yet been drilled that has made money. Much depends on how long prices

remain this low. New York-based ITG says production would still grow by 5 percent a year with $80 oil,

which I suspect is wildly optimistic. (See: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-10-21/oil-at-80-a-barrel-

muffles-forecasts-for-u-s-shale-boom.html) Anything less and production begins to decline as companies

idle more drill rigs.

It will be interesting to see how world oil prices respond to those changes.

Reply

Daniel Hood says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:39 am

If you think the 2008 subprime/housing meltdown, leading to the banking meltdown, leading to the

economic meltdown, leading to societal meltdown, leading to war was impressive then wait for the

2015-2020 US fracking/energy meltdown, leading to an even bigger banking meltdown, leading to an

even bigger economic meltdown, leading to an even bigger societal meltdown, leading to an even

bigger global war which we’ve all been predicting for a few years now.

We’re seeing “Peak Oil” & “Peak Debt” take advantage of and vaporize globalization as the system

tears itself apart and the global war phase heats up as a result.

Peak “conventional” Oil blasted Western economies in 2005 causing the above chaos leading to the

start of the “energy” wars we’re starting to see now which is coming back to haunt America. In 2008,

an already bankrupt America ramped up even more debt, QE and ZIRP then proceeded to flood

funny money via Wall Street to the “frackers” whilst MSM proclaimed “energy independence”.

The Saudis patience has finally snapped, infuriated at Obama for “in their eyes” switching sides

appeasing Iran, ignoring Assad whilst rattling the Saudis cage re: “energy independence.”

2015-2020 the powerdown commences

Reply

acerbas says:

October 22, 2014 at 10:54 pm

If the compromise oil price is too high for consumers, it will cause the economy to contract, leading to economic recession,

because consumers will not be forced to cut back on discretionary expenditures in order to afford oil products. This will lead

to layoffs in discretionary sectors.

I believe the not in the above paragraph is extraneous. If oil prices are too high consumers WILL be forced to cut back on

discretionary spending.

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 8:10 am

Thanks! Fixed it. Mistakes that go through spell check are especially hard to notice.

Reply
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alturium says:

October 22, 2014 at 11:22 pm

“Saudi Arabia has set aside funds that it can tap temporarily, so that it can withstand a lower oil price. Thus, it has the ability

to withstand low prices for a year or two, if need be. Its recent price-cutting may be an attempt to “shake out” producers who

have less-deep pockets when it comes to weathering low prices for a time. Almost any oil producer elsewhere in the world

might be in that category.”

It hard for me to imagine a price drop “allowed” by SA without concurrent approval. Perhaps the US is in the position to

weather a low price drop (tolerable at $75 or lower) for the next couple of years too. Such a move would reward both SA and

US by allowing them to enjoy higher prices afterwards. In other words, they may be seeking to increase market share at the

expensive of profit. This move allows them to hurt countries like Iran and Russia, and come out on top in two years. The US

also has the financial and drilling infrastructure to re-capitalize unlike other countries.

The lower oil price also aids the worlds economy (ie major oil importers like Japan) and perhaps replaces the QE to keep

this whole thing going for an additional few years.

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 10:50 am

One thing that Dmitry Orlov pointed out in a recent post is that Russia is not being hurt by the oil price drop,

thanks to US sanctions against Russia and the resulting drop of the rubble relative to the dollar. According to him,

The sanctions were meant to cause economic damage, but Western efforts at inflicting short-term

economic damage on Russia are failing. Coupled with a significant drop in the price of oil, all of

this was supposed to hurt Russia fiscally, but since the sanctions caused the Ruble to drop in

tandem, the net result on Russia’s state finances is a wash. Oil prices are lower, but then, thanks in

part to the sanctions, so is the Ruble, and since oil revenues are still largely in dollars, this means

that Russia’s tax receipts are at roughly the same level at before. And since Russian oil companies

earn dollars abroad but spend rubles domestically, their production budgets remain unaffected.

So the countries that are being hurt are primarily the US, other OPEC countries, and Norway. Russia is coming

out OK.

I don’t think the price drop will really be enough to replace QE. We will see. In the past, the economy has not

done well on $80 oil.

Reply

kesar0 says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:05 am

I’m not so sure about Russia being OK, considering the news below

http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/10/22/russia-rosneft-state-funds-idUSL6N0SH3QK20141022

We live in very interconnected world. When the storm hits, it hits every one. Some countries are worse off

(like Syria, Iraq, Libya, Egypt, Ukraine), some are doing better but still… I wouldn’t call it OK.

Reply

Rodster says:

October 23, 2014 at 12:34 pm

Dmitry is Russian after all so I would expect him to see it from a Nationalistic point of view. The bottom line

is there are NO winners as the global networked economy continues to deteriorate.

Reply

Jonzo says:

October 22, 2014 at 11:26 pm

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/0a25ecf4-5937-11e4-9546-00144feab7de.html?siteedition=intl#axzz3GwFoLLRO
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“The median North American shale development needs a US crude price of $57 a barrel to break even today, compared with

$70 a barrel in the summer of last year, according to IHS, the research company.”

“Accenture believes the average cost of a US shale well could be cut by up to 40 per cent by better management of factors

such as planning, logistics, and relationships with suppliers.”

Gail what are thoughts on break-even costs for fracking in the USA in 2015 and beyond ?

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 10:58 am

There are a lot of costs that shale developers don’t have any control over — royalties on signed contracts,

government taxes, costs which have already been incurred for example.

With respect to the quote, “the average cost of a US shale well could be cut up to 40% by better management of

factors such as planning, logistics, and relationships with suppliers.” This strikes me as just plain absurd, unless

the emphasis is on “up to”. I cannot imagine that contracts with companies to do fracking can be reduced by 40%

by better management. For that matter, drilling costs are pretty well known as well. But even these costs are not a

very big share of total costs, because of all the money that goes for taxes, leases, and royalties.

Perhaps what is being talked about with respect to savings (on a pice of costs) is switching to a manufacturing

model where a large number of low-producing wells are substituted for a smaller number of higher producing

wells. The open question at this point is how much well production goes down at the same time. This is

Bloomberg’s view of the situation. http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-10-22/oil-producers-cramming-wells-

in-risky-push-to-extend-boom.html

I really don’t know what full costs for oil produced by fracking will be in 2015 and beyond. The world economy

still has to be functioning. If oil price is too low to maintain world production, it won’t really matter if those who

can extract oil using fracking can do it more cheaply, because of the impact on the economy. Also, oil from

fracking is very light. It doesn’t include much (or any) diesel, for example. Diesel is what business operates on. We

can’t run a world economy without diesel, as the world economy is currently constructed, even if shale production

could be ramped up greatly.

Reply

Stilgar Wilcox says:

October 22, 2014 at 11:57 pm

Good article, Gail.

Reply

reverseengineerre says:

October 23, 2014 at 12:32 am

No problem, if Oil companies can’t make any money by selling Oil, they can sell Junk Bonds to Da Fed instead and make

Trillions. Goldman will underwrite the Bond Issue. Problem solved.

RE

Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 12:38 am

Or the Fed can just print oil when things get too bad…

Reply

James says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:09 am
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With the new 3D printers no less! Don’t laugh. I’m sure someone out there has already seriously suggested it!

Reply

SlowRider says:

October 23, 2014 at 1:51 am

I found most interesting, what will happen to the supply side with a low price of oil, like you describe in N° 8. So we would

have to watch new oil investment very closely, not so much current production. We would also have to watch what the

governments are doing to support such new investment. QE and zero interest rates seem to help in the US. Other producing

countries will not put many obstacles into the way of oil companies, like taxes and environmental laws.

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:23 am

Countries that are “hurting” themselves rather often add more taxes on oil companies, because this looks like a

way to make money, without upsetting the population. So I wouldn’t count on the tax situation for oil producing

countries. One reason some oil producing countries are not doing well is because their governments have been

taking so much in taxes that state owned oil companies have not been able to keep up investment.

Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 2:12 am

How to start a war and lose an empire

A year and a half I wrote an essay on how the US chooses to view Russia, titled The Image of the Enemy. I was living in

Russia at the time, and, after observing the American anti-Russian rhetoric and the Russian reaction to it, I made some

observations that seemed important at the time. It turns out that I managed to spot an important trend, but given the quick

pace of developments since then, these observations are now woefully out of date, and so here is an update.

At that time the stakes weren’t very high yet. There was much noise around a fellow named Magnitsky, a corporate

lawyer-crook who got caught and died in pretrial custody. He had been holding items for some bigger Western crooks, who

were, of course, never apprehended.

The Americans chose to treat this as a human rights violation and responded with the so-called “Magnitsky Act” which

sanctioned certain Russian individuals who were labeled as human rights violators. Russian legislators responded with the

“Dima Yakovlev Bill,” named after a Russian orphan adopted by Americans who killed him by leaving him in a locked car for

nine hours. This bill banned American orphan-killing fiends from adopting any more Russian orphans. It all amounted to a

silly bit of melodrama.

But what a difference a year and a half has made! Ukraine, which was at that time collapsing at about the same steady pace

as it had been ever since its independence two decades ago, is now truly a defunct state, with its economy in free-fall, one

region gone and two more in open rebellion, much of the country terrorized by oligarch-funded death squads, and some

American-anointed puppets nominally in charge but quaking in their boots about what’s coming next.

Syria and Iraq, which were then at a low simmer, have since erupted into full-blown war, with large parts of both now under

the control of the Islamic Caliphate, which was formed with help from the US, was armed with US-made weapons via the

Iraqis. Post-Qaddafi Libya seems to be working on establishing an Islamic Caliphate of its own.

Against this backdrop of profound foreign US foreign policy failure, the US recently saw it fit to accuse Russia of having

troops “on NATO’s doorstep,” as if this had nothing to do with the fact that NATO has expanded east, all the way to Russia’s

borders. Unsurprisingly, US–Russia relations have now reached a point where the Russians saw it fit to issue a stern

warning: further Western attempts at blackmailing them may result in a nuclear confrontation.

The American behavior throughout this succession of defeats has been remarkably consistent, with the constant element

being their flat refusal to deal with reality in any way, shape or form.

Just as before, in Syria the Americans are ever looking for moderate, pro-Western Islamists, who want to do what the
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Americans want (topple the government of Bashar al Assad) but will stop short of going on to destroy all the infidel invaders

they can get their hands on.

The fact that such moderate, pro-Western Islamists do not seem to exist does not affect American strategy in the region in

any way.

Similarly, in Ukraine, the fact that the heavy American investment in “freedom and democracy,” or “open society,” or what

have you, has produced a government dominated by fascists and a civil war is, according to the Americans, just some Russian

propaganda.

Parading under the banner of Hitler’s Ukrainian SS division and anointing Nazi collaborators as national heroes is just not

convincing enough for them. What do these Nazis have to do to prove that they are Nazis, build some ovens and roast some

Jews? Just massacring people by setting fire to a building, as they did in Odessa, or shooting unarmed civilians in the back

and tossing them into mass graves, as they did in Donetsk, doesn’t seem to work.

The fact that many people have refused to be ruled by Nazi thugs and have successfully resisted them has caused the

Americans to label them as “pro-Russian separatists.” This, in turn, was used to blame the troubles in Ukraine on Russia, and

to impose sanctions on Russia. The sanctions would be reviewed if Russia were to withdraw its troops from Ukraine. Trouble

is, there are no Russian troops in Ukraine.

Note that this sort of behavior is nothing new. The Americans invaded Afghanistan because the Taleban would not relinquish

Osama Bin Laden (who was a CIA operative) unless Americans produced evidence implicating him in 9/11—which did not

exist. Americans invaded Iraq because Saddam Hussein would not relinquish his weapons of mass destruction—which did

not exist.

They invaded Libya because Muammar Qaddafi would not relinquish official positions—which he did not hold. They were

ready to invade Syria because Bashar al Assad had used chemical weapons against his own people—which he did not do. And

now they imposed sanctions on Russia because Russia had destabilized and invaded Ukraine—which it did not do either.

(The US did that.)

The sanctions against Russia have an additional sort of unreality to them, because they “boomerang” and hurt the West while

giving the Russian government the impetus to do what it wanted to do all along.

The sanctions infringed on the rights of a number of Russian businessmen and officials, who promptly yanked their money

out of Western banks, pulled their children out of Western schools and universities, and did everything else they could to

demonstrate that they are good patriotic Russians, not American lackeys. The sanctions affected a number of Russian energy

companies, cutting them off from Western sources of technology and financing, but this will primarily hurt the earnings of

Western energy companies while helping their Chinese competitors.

There were even some threats to cut Russia off from the SWIFT system, which would have made it quite difficult to transfer

funds between Russia and the West, but what these threats did instead was to give Russia the impetus to introduce its own

RUSSWIFT system, which will include even Iran, neutralizing future American efforts at imposing financial restrictions.

The sanctions were meant to cause economic damage, but Western efforts at inflicting short-term economic damage on

Russia are failing.

Coupled with a significant drop in the price of oil, all of this was supposed to hurt Russia fiscally, but since the sanctions

caused the Ruble to drop in tandem, the net result on Russia’s state finances is a wash. Oil prices are lower, but then, thanks

in part to the sanctions, so is the Ruble, and since oil revenues are still largely in dollars, this means that Russia’s tax receipts

are at roughly the same level at before.

And since Russian oil companies earn dollars abroad but spend rubles domestically, their production budgets remain

unaffected.

The Russians also responded by imposing some counter-sanctions, and to take some quick steps to neutralize the effect of

the sanctions on them. Russia banned the import of produce from the European Union—to the horror of farmers there.

Especially hurt were those EU members who are especially anti-Russian: the Baltic states, which swiftly lost a large fraction

of their GDP, along with Poland. An exception is being made for Serbia, which refused to join in the sanctions.

Here, the message is simple: friendships that have lasted many centuries matter; what the Americans want is not what the

Americans get; and the EU is a mere piece of paper. Thus, the counter-sanctions are driving wedges between the US and the

EU, and, within the EU, between Eastern Europe (which the sanctions are hurting the most) and Western Europe, and, most
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importantly, they drive home the simple message that the US is not Europe’s friend.

There is something else going on that is going to become more significant in the long run: Russia has taken the hint and is

turning away from the West and toward the East. It is parlaying its open defiance of American attempts at world domination

into trade relationships throughout the world, much of which is sick and tired of paying tribute to Washington. Russia is

playing a key role in putting together an international banking system that circumvents the US dollar and the US Federal

Reserve.

In these efforts, over half the world’s territory and population is squarely on Russia’s side and cheering loudly. Thus, the

effort to isolate Russia has produced the opposite of the intended result: it is isolating the West from the rest of the world

instead.

In other ways, the sanctions are actually being helpful. The import ban on foodstuffs from EU is a positive boon to domestic

agriculture while driving home a politically important point: don’t take food from the hands of those who bite you. Russia is

already one of the world’s largest grain exporters, and there is no reason why it can’t become entirely self-sufficient in food.

The impetus to rearm in the face of NATO encroachment on Russian borders (there are now US troops stationed in Estonia,

just a short drive from Russia’s second-largest city, St. Petersburg) is providing some needed stimulus for industrial

redevelopment. This round of military spending is being planned a bit more intelligently than in the Soviet days, with

eventual civilian conversion being part of the plan from the very outset. Thus, along with the world’s best jet fighters, Russia

is likely to start building civilian aircraft for export and competing with Airbus and Boeing.

But this is only the beginning. The Russians seem to have finally realized to what extent the playing field has been slanted

against them. They have been forced to play by Washington’s rules in two key ways: by bending to Washington’s will in order

to keep their credit ratings high with the three key Western credit rating agencies, in order to secure access to Western

credit; and by playing by the Western rule-book when issuing credit of their own, thus keeping domestic interest rates

artificially high.

The result was that US companies were able to finance their operations more cheaply, artificially making them more

competitive. But now, as Russia works quickly to get out from under the US dollar, shifting trade to bilateral currency

arrangements (backed by some amount of gold should trade imbalances develop) it is also looking for ways to turn the

printing press to its advantage. To date, the dictat handed down from Washington has been: “We can print money all we like,

but you can’t, or we will destroy you.” But this threat is ringing increasingly hollow, and Russia will no longer be using its

dollar revenues to buy up US debt.

One proposal currently on the table is to make it impossible to pay for Russian oil exports with anything other than rubles,

by establishing two oil brokerages, one in St. Petersburg, the other, seven time zones away, in Vladivostok. Foreign oil buyers

would then have to earn their petro-rubles the honest way—through bilateral trade—or, if they can’t make enough stuff that

the Russians want to import, they could pay for oil with gold (while supplies last).

Or the Russians could simply print rubles, and, to make sure such printing does not cause domestic inflation, they could

export some inflation by playing with the oil spigot and the oil export tariffs. And if the likes of George Soros decides to

attack the ruble in an effort to devalue it, Russia could defend its currency simply by printing fewer rubles for a while—no

need to stockpile dollar reserves.

So far, this all seems like typical economic warfare: the Americans want to get everything they want by printing money while

bombing into submission or sanctioning anyone who disobeys them, while the rest of the world attempts to resist them.

But early in 2014 the situation changed. There was a US-instigated coup in Kiev, and instead of rolling over and playing dead

like they were supposed to, the Russians mounted a fast and brilliantly successful campaign to regain Crimea, then

successfully checkmated the junta in Kiev, preventing it from consolidating control over the remaining former Ukrainian

territory by letting volunteers, weapons, equipment and humanitarian aid enter—and hundreds of thousands of refugees

exit—through the strictly notional Russian-Ukrainian border, all the while avoiding direct military confrontation with NATO.

Seeing all of this happening on the nightly news has awakened the Russian population from its political slumber, making it

sit up and pay attention, and sending Putin’s approval rating through the roof.

The “optics” of all this, as they like to say at the White House, are rather ominous. We are coming up on the 70th anniversary

of victory in World War II—a momentous occasion for Russians, who pride themselves on defeating Hitler almost single-

handedly. At the same time, the US (Russia’s self-appointed arch-enemy) has taken this opportunity to reawaken and feed

the monster of Nazism right on Russia’s border (inside Russia’s borders, some Russians/Ukrainians would say).
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This, in turn, makes the Russians remember Russia’s unique historical mission is among the nations of the world: it is to

thwart all other nations’ attempts at world domination, be it Napoleonic France or Hitleresque Germany or Obamaniac

America. Every century or so some nation forgets its history lessons and attacks Russia.

The result is always the same: lots of corpse-studded snowdrifts, and then Russian cavalry galloping into Paris, or Russian

tanks rolling into Berlin. Who knows how it will end this time around? Perhaps it will involve polite, well-armed men in

green uniforms without insignia patrolling the streets of Brussels and Washington, DC. Only time will tell.

You’d think that Obama has already overplayed his hand, and should behave accordingly. His popularity at home is roughly

the inverse of Putin’s, which is to say, Obama is still more popular than Ebola, but not by much. He can’t get anything at all

done, no matter how pointless or futile, and his efforts to date, at home and abroad, have been pretty much a disaster. So

what does this social worker turned national mascot decide to do?

Well, the way the Russians see it, he has decided to declare war on Russia! In case you missed it, look up his speech before

the UN General Assembly. It’s up on the White House web site. He placed Russia directly between Ebola and ISIS among the

three topmost threats facing the world. Through Russian eyes his speech reads as a declaration of war.

It’s a new, mixed-mode sort of war. It’s not a total war to the death, although the US is being rather incautious by the old

Cold War standards in avoiding a nuclear confrontation.

It’s an information war—based on lies and unjust vilification; it’s a financial and economic war—using sanctions; it’s a

political war—featuring violent overthrow of elected governments and support for hostile regimes on Russia’s borders; and

it’s a military war—using ineffectual but nevertheless insulting moves such as stationing a handful of US troops in Estonia.

And the goals of this war are clear: it is to undermine Russia economically, destroy it politically, dismember it

geographically, and turn it into a pliant vassal state that furnishes natural resources to the West practically free of charge

(with a few hand-outs to a handful of Russian oligarchs and criminal thugs who play ball).

But it doesn’t look like any of that is going to happen because, you see, a lot of Russians actually get all that, and will choose

leaders who will not win any popularity contests in the West but who will lead them to victory.

Given the realization that the US and Russia are, like it or not, in a state of war, no matter how opaque or muddled, people in

Russia are trying to understand why this is and what it means. Obviously, the US has seen Russia as the enemy since about

the time of the Revolution of 1917, if not earlier.

For example, it is known that after the end of World War II America’s military planners were thinking of launching a nuclear

strike against the USSR, and the only thing that held them back was the fact that they didn’t have enough bombs, meaning

that Russia would have taken over all of Europe before the effects of the nuclear strikes could have deterred them from

doing so (Russia had no nuclear weapons at the time, but lots of conventional forces right in the heart of Europe).

But why has war been declared now, and why was it declared by this social worker turned national misleader? Some keen

observers mentioned his slogan “the audacity of hope,” and ventured to guess that this sort of “audaciousness” (which in

Russian sounds a lot like “folly”) might be a key part of his character which makes him want to be the leader of the universe,

like Napoleon or Hitler.

Others looked up the campaign gibberish from his first presidential election (which got silly young Americans so fired up)

and discovered that he had nice things to say about various cold warriors. Do you think Obama might perhaps be a scholar of

history and a shrewd geopolitician in his own right? (That question usually gets a laugh, because most people know that he is

just a chucklehead and repeats whatever his advisers tell him to say.)

Hugo Chavez once called him “a hostage in the White House,” and he wasn’t too far off. So, why are his advisers so eager to

go to war with Russia, right now, this year?

Is it because the US is collapsing more rapidly than most people can imagine? This line of reasoning goes like this: the

American scheme of world domination through military aggression and unlimited money-printing is failing before our eyes.

The public has no interest in any more “boots on the ground,” bombing campaigns do nothing to reign in militants that

Americans themselves helped organize and equip, dollar hegemony is slipping away with each passing day, and the Federal

Reserve is fresh out of magic bullets and faces a choice between crashing the stock market and crashing the bond market. In

order to stop, or at least forestall this downward slide into financial/economic/political oblivion, the US must move quickly

to undermine every competing economy in the world through whatever means it has left at its disposal, be it a bombing

campaign, a revolution or a pandemic (although this last one can be a bit hard to keep under control).
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Russia is an obvious target, because it is the only country in the world that has had the gumption to actually show

international leadership in confronting the US and wrestling it down; therefore, Russia must be punished first, to keep the

others in line.

I don’t disagree with this line of reasoning, but I do want to add something to it.

First, the American offensive against Russia, along with most of the rest of the world, is about things Americans like to call

“facts on the ground,” and these take time to create. The world wasn’t made in a day, and it can’t be destroyed in a day

(unless you use nuclear weapons, but then there is no winning strategy for anyone, the US included).

But the entire financial house of cards can be destroyed rather quickly, and here Russia can achieve a lot while risking little.

Financially, Russia’s position is so solid that even the three Western credit ratings agencies don’t have the gall to downgrade

Russia’s rating, sanctions notwithstanding. This is a country that is aggressively paying down its foreign debt, is running a

record-high budget surplus, has a positive balance of payments, is piling up physical gold reserves, and not a month goes by

that it doesn’t sign a major international trade deal (that circumvents the US dollar).

In comparison, the US is a dead man walking: unless it can continue rolling over trillions of dollars in short-term debt every

month at record-low interest rates, it won’t be able to pay the interest on its debt or its bills. Good-bye, welfare state, hello

riots. Good-bye military contractors and federal law enforcement, hello mayhem and open borders. Now, changing “facts on

the ground” requires physical actions, whereas causing a financial stampede to the exits just requires somebody to yell

“Boo!” loudly and frighteningly enough.

Second, it must be understood that at this point the American ruling elite is almost entirely senile. The older ones seem

actually senile in the medical sense. Take Leon Panetta, the former Defense Secretary: he’s been out flogging his new book,

and he is still blaming Syria’s Bashar al Assad for gassing his own people! By now everybody else knows that that was a false

flag attack, carried out by some clueless Syrian rebels with Saudi help, to be used as an excuse for the US to bomb Syria—you

know, the old “weapons of mass destruction” nonsense again. (By the way, this kind of mindless, repetitive insistence on a

fake rationale seems like a sure sign of senility.)

That plan didn’t work because Putin and Lavrov intervened and quickly convinced Assad to give up his useless chemical

weapons stockpile. The Americans were livid. So, everybody knows this story—except Panetta. You see, once an American

official starts lying, he just doesn’t know how to stop. The story always starts with a lie, and, as facts emerge that contradict

the initial story, they are simply ignored.

So much for the senile old guard, but what about their replacements? Well, the poster boy for the young ones is Hunter

Biden, the VP’s son, who went on a hookers-and-blow tour of Ukraine last summer and inadvertently landed a seat on the

board of directors of Ukraine’s largest natural gas company (which doesn’t have much gas left). He just got outed for being a

coke fiend.

In addition to the many pre-anointed ones, like the VP’s son, there are also many barns full of eagerly bleating Ivy League

graduates who have been groomed for jobs in high places. These are Prof. Deresiewicz’s “Excellent Sheep.”

There just isn’t much that such people, young or old, can be made to respond to. International embarrassment, military

defeat, humanitarian catastrophe—all these things just bounce off them and stick to you for bringing them up and being

overly negative about their rose-colored view of themselves. The only hit they can actually feel is a hit to the pocketbook.

Which brings us all the way back to my first point: “Boo!”

http://cluborlov.blogspot.hk/2014/10/how-to-start-war-and-lose-empire.html

Reply

unwillinglemming says:

October 23, 2014 at 2:51 am

This is actually longer than Gail’s post 

Reply

messtime says:

October 23, 2014 at 3:37 am

Thanks Paul for posting this. Over two years ago i moved to New Zealand. This post helps confirm my move. I closely

watch this Russian/US situation.
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Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 3:55 am

As Mr Spock might say …. that was a very logical decision … it computes….

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:26 am

Thanks! I saw that. One important point is that thanks to the fall of the ruble, the drop in oil prices is not hurting

Russia.

Reply

gerryhiles says:

October 23, 2014 at 1:36 pm

Good read, thanks … and thanks to you Gail of course, as usual I have nothing much to add.

Reply

unwillinglemming says:

October 23, 2014 at 2:46 am

Paul, while I realise you have a strong need to comment and you have read a lot this is a blog in itself and seems

inappropriate here.

Gail, I think this is an error

“consumers will not be forced to cut back on discretionary expenditures in order to afford oil products” the not needs

removing, and perhaps blogs within blogs too!

Reply

unwillinglemming says:

October 23, 2014 at 3:00 am

“Dumping more oil onto the world market that it needs is likely to contribute to falling prices.”

Hi, I don’t mean to be picky, because I realise there’s a lot of work in the post, but this but I think here too you mean

the opposite of what you’ve written. I think the work should be THAN.

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:33 am

I will fix the “than.”

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:29 am

I have since removed the “not” that doesn’t belong. I hope not too many sites have recopied the post with the

error.

I agree that it would be better to quote only a portion of another blog post. The blog needs readers itself. The

situation is somewhat different with articles from sources that have limits on the number of articles a person can

read in a month. Of course, they don’t like you copying articles either.

Reply
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Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 2:51 am

8 Stages of Recognizing Collapse:

1. Denial and Isolation

2. Anger

3. Bargaining

4. Depression

5. Acceptance

6. Koombaya Syndrome (start an organic farm – buy solar panels)

7. Realization Koombaya is Futile

8. Intense Feelings of Hopelessness – Lethargy and Depression

Reply

messtime says:

October 23, 2014 at 3:32 am

Thanks Paul. I very much so appreciate your postings.

Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 3:35 am

If only I were to be paid by the word 

Reply

Dan Gmark says:

October 23, 2014 at 5:10 am

Or perhaps Dmitry Orlov should be paid?

Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 5:17 am

if he doesn’t like that his essay was posted here I suppose he can ask Gail to take it down…

However it does introduce new people to his blog…

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:31 am

9. Get to work on something you enjoy now.

Reply

xabier says:

October 23, 2014 at 12:28 pm

Gail

Exactly: just as dogs chase rabbits at every opportunity, even if they, most of them, never can catch them –

we can take a leaf from their book – exercise + hope = lots fun, and a day well spent. Just make it a

non-consumption activity (excepting getting to eat the rabbit).
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Pingback: Eight Pieces of Our Oil Price Predicament | Sus...

Reply

Adrian says:

October 23, 2014 at 3:16 am

What about the latest press regarding the tesla giga factory? If the price of all electric cars comes down enough does this

resolve a lot of the problems?

Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 3:26 am

82 millions non EV cars were sold last year (500k EVs) — I don’t have numbers on other motorized vehicles but if

you added in boats, lorries, mining vehicles, airplanes, ships, etc etc etc…. but these would be in the tens of

millions…. none of which are EVs…

Also nearly 90 million new people were added on a nett basis to the population last year — at least that many will be

added this year….

We burned record amounts of coal last year — we will break that record this year…. likewise oil usage continues to

climb — in spite of weak growth and relatively high prices…

Tesla and EV’s are quaint toys (like solar panels and wind mills) ….

They change nothing.

Reply

Gail Tverberg says:

October 23, 2014 at 11:36 am

Electric cars don’t solve anything, unless we can fix a lot of other problems as well. How do we keep roads

repaired? How do we keep the financial system operating? How do we keep electricity companies solvent? How

do we continue to pay workers?

I am afraid that they will just sit around unused, except that parts may be cannibalized for other purposes.

Reply

unwillinglemming says:

October 23, 2014 at 3:22 am

Gail posted “We haven’t set up a new type of economy that uses less oil.”

Well, yes we have at the moment, if there was too little oil in the market, there would be increase prices an competition for

oil. The overall increase in oil production is suspect because of what it is made up of, i.e., condensates etc. Also, certain

number of countries are using less oil, EU and US

http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/personalfinance/2013/11/11/why-america-is-using-less-oil/3499041/

most of the article in USA Today is BS, but it points to consumers in the US physically lowering their demand overall. At the

same time, the Chinese has not increasing its demand at the same exponential rate.

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/china-data-supports-oil-but-bearish-sentiment-persists-2014-10-21-51031938

How long this can persist and what the emergent behaviour is unclear though. More likely Sad Max than Mad Max. Look at

Greece, for example

http://www.globalresearch.ca/greece-depression-or-recession-are-the-troika-bailing-out-or-forcing-under/5345991
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Reply

john c green jr says:

October 23, 2014 at 3:33 am

Gail,

A few nits …

> Dumping more oil onto the world market that it needs is likely to contribute to falling prices.

should read:

Dumping more oil onto the world market THAN it needs is likely to contribute to falling prices.

> (It is the excess quantity that leads to lower world oil prices; the drop in price doesn’t say anything at all about the cost of

production of OIL the additional oil.)

should read:

(It is the excess quantity that leads to lower world oil prices; the drop in price doesn’t say anything at all about the cost of

production of the additional oil.)

> Figure 4. Average wages in 2012$ compared to Brent oil price, also in 2012$.

shows a chart going back to 1929. There was no Brent oil in 1929. Wikipedia says:

> Production started-up on 11 November 1976 and on 13 December 1976 first tanker was loaded.

> Figure 8 shows one estimate of required oil prices for OPEC countries to balance their budgets in 2104, assuming that the

quantity of exported oil is pretty much unchanged from 2013.

The 2104 should be 2014 as 2104 production is very likely to be much lower than 2013 production. 

> Admittedly, we can cut back world PRODUCTION oil production with lower price, but this gets us into “a heap of trouble”.

should read:

> Admittedly, we can cut back world oil production with lower price, but this gets us into “a heap of trouble”.

Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 3:54 am

Plunging oil prices challenge geopolitical, energy industry assumptions

Global oil prices have fallen 25 percent since June, marking the return of oil-price fluctuation as a geopolitical wild card.

Although oil prices have been relatively stable — about $100 a barrel — for the past five years, the historical pattern has seen

high oil prices boost the strategic clout of producing countries by boosting government coffers, and falling prices have had

the opposite effect.

The lower prices of the 1980s and ’90s, for example, weakened Russia’s geopolitical position, while the more recent

increases have boosted Moscow’s ability to exert influence over former Soviet republics. Higher prices have enabled

Venezuela’s leadership to strengthen opposition to U.S. influence throughout Latin America.

Fluctuations have had significant effects on economic growth. The fourfold increase imposed by the Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries in 1973 to protest U.S. support for Israel during its war with Egypt and Syria that year

boosted the revenues of producing countries while retarding economic growth elsewhere. Subsequent price drops slowed the

economies of the producing countries while consumers elsewhere enjoyed an invigorating lift.

Lower prices tend to discourage investment in new projects, especially those involving large startup costs, such as

deep-water and Arctic operations, thereby affecting long-term petroleum supply. The lower prices of the 1980s and ’90s

caused a significant dip in major project development, resulting in supply shortfalls in the early 2000s and a price surge in

2005 through 2008. High prices, on the other hand, invite investment in such projects, resulting in the expansion of global

supply.

The average $100 per barrel of recent years has encouraged the major energy companies to invest heavily in new projects,

focusing in particular in such unconventional sources as Canada’s tar sands, U.S. shale, the offshore ocean floor and the

Arctic. The new supply streams of brought online by these investments eased fears of peak oil and declining world output,

and they shifted the center of gravity of world oil production from traditional suppliers in Africa and the Middle East to the
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shale and bitumen fields of North America.

But this surge in global production has collided with an unexpected slowing of global demand as a result of Europe’s

economic downturn and decelerating growth in China. On Oct. 14, the International Energy Agency lowered its 2014

estimate of world demand by 200,000 barrels per day and its 2015 estimate by 300,000 barrels. Nevertheless, it said global

supply was continuing to expand — the result of increased production in North America and the resumption of exports by

Libya. The result, not surprisingly, has been a dive in prices.

This decline has altered the economic and geopolitical calculations of major producing countries, now forced to plan for

decidedly lower returns from their oil exports. Falling oil prices will prove especially troubling for producers like Iran and

Russia that rely on petroleum exports for the lion’s share of government revenue. Budgets in both countries are premised on

$100-plus oil, and the falloff in state revenue will curtail international endeavors. Russia, for example, has been forced to

reconsider plans for an expensive overhaul of its armed forces.

While every major producer is likely to suffer as a result of the price decline, those with lower production costs and

budgetary expectations are expected to fare better than those with higher costs and expectations. Saudi Arabia, for example,

is better positioned to weather the downturn because it enjoys relatively low production costs and can still finance most of its

government obligations.

Some analysts speculate that there’s a geopolitical motive behind the Saudis’ rebuffing calls for OPEC to reduce the

production quotas the cartel has traditionally used to keep prices higher. That’s because the lower prices are less harmful to

Saudi Arabia than they are to Iran and Russia — countries that have angered Riyadh by helping prop up Bashar al-Assad’s

regime in Syria and, in Iran’s case, for contesting Saudi influence throughout the Middle East.

Although the United States has emerged as a major producer, the impact of falling oil prices is, on balance, a positive one:

While some energy firms in the U.S. could suffer from falling prices, the wider economy has benefited as lower energy costs

boost an anemic economic recovery. The oil-price pressure on Russia bolsters U.S. efforts to change Moscow’s calculations in

Ukraine by imposing economic sanctions.

The extent of these geopolitical shifts will depend on the duration of the price decline. Should oil prices stabilize in the

coming weeks, the consequences could prove less than momentous; a bigger drop and longer decline would have farther-

reaching effects. Whatever the outcome, the current dip has exposed weaknesses in the global oil enterprise that are not

likely to disappear soon, even if prices rebound.

Ever since recovering from the financial crisis of 2008 and ’09, the major Western oil companies have based their long-term

strategies on two key assumptions: First, that continuing economic growth in Asia and other emerging markets will generate

an unquenchable thirst for petroleum products and, second, that mammoth investment in unconventional oil projects will be

redeemed by unflagging increases in demand. Both assumptions now appear seriously flawed.

China’s growth has begun to sag, falling to 7.6 percent in the second quarter of 2014 — the lowest since the financial crisis

and a marked retreat from the 9.5 percent of one year ago. President Xi Jinping has promised a vigorous drive to reform the

economy and stimulate growth, but few analysts expect any significant results in the next few years. Exuberant growth in

Africa and a few other developing areas may help compensate for the sluggishness in Asia, but is unlikely to generate the

ever-expanding demand once anticipated by oil company strategists.

The other pillar of the oil industry strategy — ample returns on costly unconventional projects — is showing signs of strain.

Endeavors such as drilling in the Arctic and exploiting Canada’s tar sands are profitable only at prices of $90 a barrel or

higher. The extraction of oil from shale might remain profitable with prices hovering above $80, but some high-cost

producers could be forced to suspend operations. And if prices fall much below $80, the prospects for many unconventional

projects could prove dismal.

Should prices climb back above $100 per barrel, many of these undertakings could prove attractive again. But higher prices

are likely to inhibit economic growth — and without growth, demand may not rebound. Low-cost producers like Saudi

Arabia might prosper in such an environment, but high-cost producers like Canada and the U.S. may not fare so well.

Under these circumstances, the major oil companies may conclude that significant alterations are needed in their long-term

strategies for success. What form those could take is not immediately evident, but it is this prospect, more than any other,

that is likely to prove the most lasting consequence of the current dip in prices.

http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/10/23/plunging-oil-priceschallengegeopoliticalenergyindustryassumption.html

Reply
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Pingback: Eight Pieces of Our Oil Price Predicament | Doomstead Diner

unwillinglemming says:

October 23, 2014 at 4:01 am

“For example, Carbon Tracker estimates that most new oil sands projects require a price of $95 barrel to be sanctioned.”

Its unclear whether Carbon Tracker is accurate

http://gulfnews.com/business/oil-gas/canada-s-oil-sands-feel-heat-of-price-drops-1.1400762

Interest rates appear to need to make a marked increase, i.e., debt becomes less affordable and/or overall decline rates need

to take out capacity up to the current affordable level

Reply

Sam Taylor says:

October 23, 2014 at 4:25 am

Gail,

One factor to take into account is the time that oil supply takes to respond to the price signal (low price produce less, high

price produce more). Until now this response time has generally been very slow, since new discoveries can take many years

to find and bring online, and once a prospect is flowing it’s output tends not to be varied much. This delay in the system

response tends to act to damp oscillations in the price.

The specific mechanics of shale drilling (many wells which rapidly deplete, requiring more wells to constantly be drilled)

mean that the systemic response time is likely to be shortened, as the effect of price on new shale developments coming

online will be felt more quickly. There’s a chance that this might lead to much greater swings in price and supply, due to the

instability introduced by shortened response time.

Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 5:10 am

Sam – I recall watching a video from Steve Keen around 10 years ago … and he predicted what is happening…

The speed in which high and lower oil prices oscillate (I recall him also using that word) increases to the point where

you spikes and crashes occur so close together — the benefits to growth of the lower price are short- lived because of

production bottle-necks result in higher prices due to demand…. and the crashes are deeper and more profound…

It would appear we are getting closer to the clock ticking 100mph….

Reply

Rick Larson says:

October 23, 2014 at 5:00 am

The bigger they are, the harder they’ll fall. One had better get small right quick.

Reply

Stefeun says:

October 23, 2014 at 5:06 am

Thanks Gail for nice post, that highlights the various time-scales.

It helps better understand that oil price is instantaneous result of a complex equation in which terms have different strengths

and delays in their effects.

Short term Vs medium-term, for example a ramp-up in debt availability can be much faster than a ramp-up in production

volumes (where possible).
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And the result itself (ie the oil-price, its level and the period of time it remains at a given level, and trend) has a

feedback-loop effect on the terms of the equation (investments, strategies, …).

This leads to potentially big variations in oil-price, that are not directly connected to the long term trend, which is that

volumes will eventually drop at some point, whatever the financial tricks and bets are, because oil production cannot

increase exponentially as it should in order to both compensate diminishing returns and allow growth of the economy.

Reply

kesar says:

October 23, 2014 at 5:21 am

Dear Gail,

There is economical term already in place to describe the phenomenon of rising pressure between export and import goods

prices. It is called “price scissors”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Price_scissors

The same happened in 1930’s to the food producing countries. This time debt deficit spiral is killing the demand for oil. The

rest of goods will follow.

“History never repeats itself but it rhymes”

Reply

Javier says:

October 23, 2014 at 5:27 am

I am confused by some people at the same time acknowledging that demand and not supply usually sets the price of oil, and

at the same time talking about how Saudi Arabia is responsible for bringing dow the oil price to undercut Russia and/or Iran.

US shale oil has made sure that supply is not a constrain at this time, and world oil consumption is still on the rise as has

almost always been. So we have to look at demand from oil importing nations as the main reason for current oil price drop.

Demand sets the price and demand is diminishing. Saudi Arabia does not reduce the price of oil, the market reduces the

price of oil and Saudi Arabia acknowledges it and protects its market share, having learned the lesson of the 1980s. They are

betting on the price drop being a temporal one and they are probably right. Cutting production in that scenario would be

foolish as it would harm their long term income through market share loss once the oil price goes back up.

The crucial point here is the softening of the demand from oil importing nations. As Gail has pointed out this has very

important repercussions on future oil availability. If oil price remains significantly below 100$/b for long, independent oil

companies will see their future oil production capacity reduced, perhaps irreversibly. IOCs produce perhaps between

20-40% of world oil, but is the most expensive fringe oil, deep water, tars, arctic and shale. The “supposed” oil reserves that

are going to save us from peak oil.

Maybe not as important but more urgent is the reason why the demand is softening. We are entering into another global

recession. One that is bound to be worse than the last on 2008. Already Germany and Japan had printed recession GDP data

and they are two huge oil importers. Usually the stock markets should be crashing right now, as they tend to anticipate a

crisis by a few months, but as a stock market crash is such an obvious indicator, central banks are doing their best to prevent

that crash through rumours, declarations, and massive asset purchases. But acting on a symptom will not prevent the

recession from running its course. Only this time the emerging markets will be joining the recession. We only need to look at

Brasil, former pride of the BRIC, now in very bad economical shape. Even China is printing its worse GDP growth in

decades. As economic cycles go, we already had a small downturn at mid-cycle on 2011. That this time is for real is indicated

precisely by the drop in oil prices that is being driven by a drop in oil demand. Gail has also shown graphs showing the

strong correlation between the % change in global oil and energy consumption and global GDP.

How we emerge from this crisis will be crucial to see how fast we descend into the post-peak oil post-industrial society, as

inter-crisis periods will not be of recovery but of stabilization as it has been for Europe in the 2009-2014 period.

Reply

Paul says:

October 23, 2014 at 6:56 am
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Our Finite World

The correlation between oil consumption and growth is virtually 1:1…

Oil consumption is growing by only 700k barrels per day off a base of about 90M…

Therefore global growth must be below 1% — or stall speed.

What to do … what to do….

Reply

theedrich says:

October 23, 2014 at 5:40 am

Most interesting post.  Perhaps it may be summed up by saying that the goose (the dreaded “Big Oil”) that lays the golden

eggs is being starved to death.

Reply

The Twenty Ten Theme. Blog at WordPress.com.
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